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Q is for Quantum ...



Quantum and Relativity → QFT



How it started for me? Do I dare disturb the universe?

My main goal: just to understand QFT ...



Outline

I Motivation and QFT roots,

I From Feynman graphs to amplitudes,

I Modern Amplitudes and Perturbative Jewels,

I QFT, KLT and gravitons,

I Conclusions.



From Quantum Mechanics to QFT

I After great success of QM for atoms, molecules, solids,
nucleus, Quantum fields were next ..

I Seeds of QFT in Black-body spectrum - Derivation of Einstein
coefficients,

I Dirac proposed a relativistic equation for the electron, and:
H = He + Hint + HA ,

I First complete formulation of QFT - Heisenberg, Pauli, Jordan



Foundations of QFT
From its very begining QFT has struggled to make sense ... But so
far, QFT has survived, with great success (SM).

I Is it a theory of particles or fields?
I How to handle the Infinities contained in loops?
I Is Gauge invariance for real? i.e. Aµ vs A±,
I Why only a few representations?
I Does the vacuum gravitates?

Generations of theorist have improved QFT calculational methods,
extended its applications and deepened our understanding.



QFT Construction - as in many traditional textbooks.

I 1st - Classical Field Theory:
- Fields are Irreps of Lorentz group,

I 2nd - Cuantization:
- Canonical: defines the theory, involves operators, CCR [φ, φ†]
- Path Integrals: sum over histories, < in|out >=

∫
Dφe iS ,

I 3rd - Solution:
- Perturbative (Feynman diagrams)

- Lattice, instantons, solitons, etc.



QFT - Canonical Quantization

But is this how nature works? or is it just formal? Are fields just
an artifact? Are particles real?



Perturbative solution in Quantum Physics
So, we use a perturbative solutions. What are they?

I Many situations in physics, we can not solve the full problem,

I But luckily, sometimes the Hamiltonian can be splited as:
H = H0 + Hint .

I Furthermore, H0 can be solved exactly, e.g. Hydrogen atom,

I Then, Hint contains a small parameter and can be taken into
account perturbatively, e.g. Hydrogen atom in a magnetic field
(Zeeman/Stark effect),

∆E =< ψ|Hint |ψ >=

∫
d3x Ψ∗(r)HintΨ(r)



Perturbative methods in QFT

I Use pert. language to identify particles, solve: L0. Ex.

L0 = ∂φ∂φ−m2φ2 → (∂2 + m2)φ = 0,

I Free-particle solution:

φ(x) =

∫
d4k̃[a†(k)e−ik.x + a(k)e ik.x ]

I Canonical quantization: [a(p), a†(k)] = Cδ4(p − k) , ,

I Hilbert space: a†(p)|0 >= |p >, etc.

I Include interactions with pert. methods, ex. Lint = λ
4!φ

4,

I S-Matrix (LSZ) → Feynman rules → Physical Process,

I No. of particles is not conserved in general, e.g.
e+e− → qq̄ + γ,



Perturbative methods in QFT

I Amplitude =
∑

(Feynman Diagrams )

I Diagram = Ext. Lines + Int. Lines (Propagators) + Vertices,

Ex. In λφ2 - (Propagator): i
p2−m2+iε

, Vertex: −iλ,

I Calculate amplitude, square it, integrate over phase-space →
Physics observables (cross-sections, lifetimes)



Which QFT for nature?



QFT - Quantum Electrodynamics (QED)



Amplitudes and Feynman graphs in QED

I Tree-level: e+e− → µ+µ−

I Amplitude:

M = v̄(p2)(−ieγµ)u(p1)
−igµν
q2 + iε

ū(p3)(−ieγν)v(p4) (1)

I Do the ”talacha” (Diracology) and get: σ = 8π
3
α2

s ,
s = (p1 + p2)2,

I Drawing Feynman graphs is like a ”lego” game,

(Ex. do it for e+e− → γγ)



Amplitudes and Feynman graphs in QED

I Loop diagrams contain infinities → Renormalization,

(Renormalizables, super-renorm., no-renorm., a few finite theories)

I Ex. Tadpole diagram in λφ4:

Σ(p) = λ

∫
d4q

1

q2 −m2
(2)

I Finite part of loop diagrams in QED → anomalous magnetic
moment of electron,

I QED (and QFT) has been proved with a high precision, e.g.

a
th(exp.)
µ = (1 159 652 157±28)×10−12[( 1 159 652 188±4)×10−12],



The Standard Model: great success of QFT





SM Feynman Rules



Traditional methods for Pert. QFT

I Draw all diagrams,

I Write down the amplitude(s)

I Square it, sum and average over helicities,

I Integrate over phase space to get cross-sections/Decay widths



”Shut up and calculate” (R Feynman)



Limitations of traditional methods

But in QCD number of diagrams grows very fast:



Is there a better way?

Indeed, in the last decades we have seen the use of modern helicity
methods to get lots of practical results and amazing theoretical
insights into perturbative QFT (YM, gravity, strings).



Helicity methods - massless case (p2 = 0)

I 4-momentum and Weyl spinors:

pµ → pµσ
µ
aȧ = paȧ = |p]a < p|ȧ

[pk] ≡ [p|a|k]a ≡ φaκa, 〈pk〉 ≡ 〈p|ȧ|k〉ȧ ≡ φȧκȧ

I 4-component spinors:

u−(p) = v+(p) =

(
|p]a

0

)
, u+(p) = v−(p) =

(
0
|p〉ȧ

)
,

I Spinor relations: 〈q p〉[p q] = 2p · q = (p + q)2,

and < 1|γµ|2 >< 3|γµ|4 >= 2 < 13 >< 24 >,

I Photon Polarization vector:

ε̄µ+(k) = −〈q|γ
µ |k]√

2〈q k〉
, ε̄µ−(k) = − [q| γµ |k〉√

2[q k]
.



Compton effect - massless case

I Total Amplitude: Mλ1λ2λ3λ4 (with: 1234→ eief γiγf )

I Can show: λ2 = −λ1, and M−+λ3λ4 can be obtained from
M+−λ3λ4 by complex conj.

I Final result:





MHV amplitudes and Parke-Taylor

Amplitudes for maximal-helicity violation is very simple

(Later on, the formulae was proved with string theory- QFT limit)



Other Jewels based on helicity/amplitude methods -

I QCD calculations at LO, NLO, NNLO for LHC, e.g.

I Unitarity cuts: tree-level → loop-level

I What is the simplest QFT? (N = 4 SYM)

I BCFW, Twistors, Amplituhedron



Unexpected relations between YM and Quantum Gravity

I KLT Relations (tree-level)
i.e. GR= (YM)x(YM), Sugra= (SYM)x(SYM),

I Double copy (loop-level)

I Are they really un-expected?



”Gluons almost for nothing and gravitons for free” (JJC)

I Pert, Q. Gravity: hµν = Graviton,

gµν = ηµν + κhµν

I Alternative: start from massless spin−2 state → GR (linear),

(QG as an effective field theory, good enough in the IR)

I Helicity states-

Gluon/photon: ε±(k), Graviton: ε±±(k) = ε±(k)ε±(k),

I Graviton propagator:

Pµνρρ =
i

q2 + iε
[ηµνηρσ + ηµσηνρ − ηµρηνσ]

[ Why ' Tr(γµγνγργσ) ???? ]



QFT, Gravitons and KLT

I Parke-Taylor for graviton scattering:

I KLT relations: hhhh ' (gggg)x(gggg)



Off-shell vertex: Gauge vs Gravity
3-point gluon vertex

3-point graviton vertex



On-shell 3pt vertex: k2
i = 0, ε(ki).ki = 0

3-point gluon vertex

3-point graviton vertex

Notice that: −2if abc → 2i(kτ1 η
νλ − kν2 η

λτ ) (Double-Copy)



Gauge-gravity relations



Massive gravitino (J.L. D.-C. and B.Larios)

I J. L. Diaz-Cruz, J. R. Ellis, K. A. Olive and Y. Santoso, “On the
Feasibility of a Stop NLSP in Gravitino Dark Matter Scenarios,”
JHEP 0705, 003 (2007)

I J. L. Diaz-Cruz and B. O. Larios, “Stop Decay with LSP Gravitino in
the final state: t̃1 → G̃ W b,” Eur. Phys. J. C 76, no. 3, 157 (2016)

I J. L. Diaz-Cruz, B. O. Larios and O. Meza-Aldama, “Introduction
to the Massive Helicity Formalism with applications to the EWSM,”
J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 761, no. 1, 012012 (2016)

I J. L. Diaz-Cruz and B. O. Larios, “Helicity Amplitudes for massive
gravitinos in N=1 Supergravity,” J. Phys. G 45, no. 1, 015002
(2018)

I J. L. Diaz-Cruz and B. O. Larios, ”2-, 3- and 4-body stop decays”
(in preparation)

I J. L. Diaz-Cruz et al ”Higgs, LETs and gravitons”,



Massive gravitino pheno (J.L. D.-C. and B.Larios)
Gravitino wave-functions with spinors



Conclusions
I Great results on Amplitudes shows that out of ”Shut up and

calculate”, we have learned something deep,

I Next? Could we define a QFT by the amplitude methods
(good bye to lagrangians? Renormalization?)

I From Massless → Massive case? SSB from Amplitudes?,

I Could there be some Math (not QFT) that reproduces
Amplitudes?
ex. Parke-Taylor from WZW model and Twistors ... .



Mis planes para 2019-20 en MCTP-UNACH - una
invitación,

Entre mis propósitos está invitar a los estudiantes y profes a
explorar y conocer este maravilloso campo de QFT-Amplitudes.

Ah, pero también pasar de la ciencia al arte y viceversa:



QFT textbooks - General

I Granpa: Bjorken and Drell, Bogoliubov, ...

I Dad: Itzikson and Zuber, Collins, ...

I Us (young): Veltman notes (→ ”Diagrammatica”), Ramond,
...

I Us (not so young): Peskin, Weinberg (less traditional)

I More recent: Zee, Srednicky, Schwartz, ...

%endcenter



QFT a la Wigner

I Quantum particles states: |p, σ >= U(L(p, k)|k , σ >

I Little group: Wk = k → U(Λ)|p, σ >= Dσ,σ′(W )|Λp, σ′ >,

I Massive particles: L.G . = SO(3),
Massive particles are labeled by Spin (S) and Mass,

I Massless particles: L.G . = SO(2)× T (2),
Massless finite Reprs. are singlets under T (2) → Labeled by helicity

(e.g. Photon/gluon has h = ±1, Graviton has h = ±2,)



Foundations of On-Shell methods

I The Feynman amplitude is: M(pa, σa) = δ4(Σipi )A(pa, σa)

I The amplitude transforms under the Little group:

AΛ(pa, σa) = ΠaDσaσbA((Λp)b, σb) (3)

I But fields are manifiestly off-shell and transform as Lorentz
tensors, while particles transform under the little group,



Compton effect



What is QFT? (”Pert. Theory in Relative space”)

I In quantum mechanics one can go from coordinate space to
momentum space, i.e. Ψ(x)→ Φ(k),

I But QFT seems to make more sense in momentum space,

I Divergenes appear as poles in ε = D − 4, and the existence of
Quadratic divergences is questionable,

I Dimensional formulation of QFT → Space-time must be an
emergent phenomena,

I Why take it seriously? Hierarchy problem, Cosmological
constant, .. at least,





Emergent phenomena

I Composite models: Higgs, quarks, leptons, gauge bosons...
(Bjorken, Harari, Seiberg-Witten..)

I Emergent space-time: modification of general relativity →
dark matter, dark energy (Verlinde, Nielsen, ..)

I Multiverse: we are an small drop in a vast cosmic ocean ..
(String theory)



Foundations of the SM

(a) Gauge principle (Yang-Mills): It provides a rationale for the
origin of interactions,

(b) SSB: After the works of Englert-Brout, Higgs, particle physics
had a general method to provide masses to gauge vector
bosons. From these, it has to be a matter of experiments and
model building to find out which model was chosen by nature.

(c) Renormalization of Gauge Theories: ’t Hooft and Veltman
provided a general method to build renormalizable gauge
theories with massive vector bosons.

(d) Anomalies → Geometry and QFT.



Non-perurbative QFT → QCD


